Heat Transfer Simulation Using Altair SimLab
Tutorial 1
Introduction
In this tutorial basic heat transfer problem is solved using Altair SimLab. This tutorial has two parts. You
will learn to solve a simple 2D heat transfer problem.

Problem Description: Consider the problem of cooking a rib-eye on a George Foreman grill[1]. Two

types of heat transfer occur in this scenario: conduction (heat transfer between solids) and convection
(heat transfer via the movement of fluid). Heat passes from the grill through the rib-eye via conduction,
and heat is carried away from the rib-eye via convection of the air. The constants that govern these
processes are the thermal conductivity of beef (assume Κbeef=0.43 W /m°C) the convection coefficient
between the rib-eye and the air (assume ℎ = 10 W/m2K) and the temperature of the air (assume T∞ =
22°C). Consider the problem as 2D (Cartesian coordinate system) and steady (d/dt= 0), with continuous
heat flux from the bottom at 1000 W/m2. Assume rib-eye has a rectangular cross section area with
2.5cm*20cm.
I.
II.
III.

Find the temperature distribution inside the rib-eye.
Plot the temperature distribution across the bottom surface of the rib-eye.
Extract the temperature at the bottom center of the rib-eye.

Solution:
Altair SimLab Installation Guide: Refer to Appendix 1
1. First, formulate the problem given. The figure demonstrates everything we know about the
problem so far.

2. Open Altair SimLab. At the bottom right corner of the SimLab, enable unit system and set it to
MMKS. Select the Thermal option in the Solutions ribbon and select the Steady State Thermal
from the drop-down menu. This will create a solution that you can base your further analysis
upon. This initial selection will also determine the Constraints, boundary conditions, etc. that
you might require in the Analysis ribbon.

3. Generate Geometry: We can import a geometry directly from a CAD software using File 
Import  CAD. Here, we create the geometry in SimLab itself.
To generate the required geometry, go to the Geometry ribbon. Since, an explicit 2D system
cannot be modelled in SimLab, we generate an approximate 2D model of the problem system.
Click on Create Body in the Body section and then click on Box.

Define the box using the dimensions of length, height and width; ensuring that the width is

small enough for a 2D approximation. So, we plug in lengths as 200, 25 and 1 for X, Y and Z
respectively. Similarly, we choose Body Type as Mesh and Element Type as Quad4 with the
number of elements 100 as shown below. Click OK. This will create the required body along with
a corresponding mesh. Although, you can explicitly define it or refine the mesh in the Mesh
ribbon. An example is shown in the next step.

4. Mesh Generation: To create a surface mesh, we go to the Mesh ribbon and click on Surface
Mesh. We select our body and select Element Type to be Tri3 with the Average Element Size to
be 2mm. Click OK. Average element size can be chosen according to convenience. A smaller size
will increase the accuracy of the results while also increasing computational power and time
required.
We can refine the mesh around certain edges or features if we anticipate more complicated
results in those regions. Re-mesh and Mesh Controls is the feature that can help users do that.

5. To create a Volume mesh, click on the Tet Mesh in the Mesh ribbon. Select the body. Select the
Element Type to be TET10 and Average element size as 2mm. Click OK.

6. Solution Creation: On creating the required meshes, we create a solution. Go to the Solutions
tab in the Model Browser and right click on Solutions. Click on Create Solution. Select the body
when the Select bodies field in highlighted in yellow, enter the name and select Steady State

Heat Transfer from the drop-down menu. Click OK and delete any other existing solutions. This
can also be done by double-clicking the already existing solution and selecting the body.

Mouse Controls: You can use the middle mouse button to change the orientation of the model and
rotate it around. The right mouse button can be used to pan the object/body across the screen.
7. Now, we create a material Beef for the problem since it is not a standard material enlisted in
SimLab database. Go to the Analysis ribbon and click on the Material icon as shown below (or)
select the body and right click  Select Material Create Material. Enter Name of material as
Beef and enter the Thermal Conductivity to be 0.43e-3. Click OK.

Now, select the body and right click on it and go to Material. Select Beef from the list to assign
Beef material to that body.

8. Boundary Conditions: Now, we assign the flux and convection conditions as specified in the
problem. Click on Flux in the Analysis ribbon. Select the Face as a width face at the bottom of
the body. Enter the Heat flux value as 1000e-6. Click OK.
Here, SPOS means the face towards the side of the normal to the surface. SNEG implies the
opposite.

Note that we need to be vigilant about the units while we enter the values. You can change the
unit system anytime during the setup by clicking the small arrow beside MMKS (mm kg N s).
For the convection condition, we click on Convection in the Analysis ribbon. Select the other
three faces along the width of the body. Set the Temperature to 295K and Film Coefficient to
10e-6. Click OK.

Note that SimLab uses Film Coefficient to refer to the convection coefficient, h.
9. Run the Simulation: Before we compute the solution, we set the Working Directory for the
model. Go to the Solutions tab in the Model Browser and right click on Solutions. Go to
Working Directory and Set or Modify according to requirements. Also, Save the model before
running it.

Now, right click on Results and click Update.

All the output files are saved in that working directory along with your .slb file. You can also
import these onto your SimLab model through File  Import  Results.

10. Post Processing: For the Post-Processing stage, we first activate the Edge Selection filter from
the vertical ribbon menu as shown. Then select the bottom edge of the rib-eye. Right click and
click on Show Min/Max. This will show the Maximum and Minimum values of Temperature on
that selected Edge.
You can play around with the legend at the right portion of the screen as well.

Also, Right Click and click on Query Results. Node Selection filter is activated. Select the Centre
node at the bottom surface and the Temperature associated with that Node is displayed in the

window. You can select all the nodes at the bottom surface and Export the results for further
processing.

Another way to do this is the following.
Activate the Edge selection filter and select the bottom edge of the rib-eye. Then right click and
go to Select  Associated entities. In the dialog box that appears, select Nodes and give a group
name.

Now, go to Results ribbon and select the XY Plot option. Go to Groups tab of Model Browser and click on
the group we just created. All the temperatures of the nodes in the group appear in the XY Plot dialog
box. You can export these directly or plot to see the results.

Note: For any help required for specific functions and options, go to File Help  SimLab Help.
You can visit the Altair community page to find resources, learning material relating to all the Altair
tools. The Altair forum can also be used to ask your specific doubts that will be answered by community
members and Altair technical team.

Appendix 1
1. Go to Altair University Website and request the student edition.
2. You will receive the license file and download links for all the Altair products. Download SimLab
and SimLab Additional along with the license file. Make sure the application file downloaded is
for Altair SimLab 2021.1(both SimLab and SimLab Additional).
3. Go to the download location and run the SimLab .exe file as administrator. Say Yes to any
warnings, accept the license agreement and click Next until the Install Set.

4. Check all the CAD Access checkboxes in the Install Set selection section and click Next. Choose
Altair and non-Altair Solvers and specify the license path. Select directory folders and all the
Solvers in the Select Solvers category.
5. Review the Pre-Installation Summary and click Install.

